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CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY
INTEGRATED TRAINING APPROACH

INTEGRATED TRAINING STAGES 1-3

Offer youngsters aged 4 to 12 the opportunity
to play soccer without restriction and guide
the most talented towards performance.

•

Active Start
General Movement 25%
Coordination 25%
Technique 25%
Small Sided Games 25%

•

FUNdamentals
General Movement 20%
Coordination 20%
Technique 20%
Small Sided Games 40%

•

Learning to Train
General Movement 10%
Coordination 10%
Technique 40%
Small Sided Games 40%

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL – STATION WORK
STATION WORK FOSTERS:
• Fun
• Drive
• Passion
• Motivation
• Determination

General Movement
Coach/Parent

Coordination
Coach/Parent

Technique
Coach/Parent

Small sided game
Coach/Parent

Coordination
Coach/Parent

Technique
Coach/Parent

Small sided game
Coach/Parent

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

FACILITIES
From coast to coast, Canadian realities of field availability and space will vary greatly.
Not every coach will have access to a full or even half-field for their sessions.
The station approach will maximize the use of a half-field area. The stations can also be
adapted to be done separately one at a time in 15-minute increments over the typical
duration of a one hour session.

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

VOLUNTEERS
Most often in the first three stages, sessions will be run by volunteers and/or parents.
Understanding they may have limited experience in the game of soccer or few coaching
qualifications, the preferred model allows for a four-parent collective team/club approach
to training when facilities allow.
Half the session focuses on skills not specific to soccer but on physical literacy, which
means that motor skills development or even playground style games and activities can
help build the necessary skill sets in young players to thrive as they progress.

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

COACHING STAFF
Station work will free up the volunteer coach from trying to impart too much information
either technically or tactically into one session – minimising the need for content
research by the volunteer/parent coach.
The model also structures sessions with time management cues and specific curriculum,
utilizing the strengths of assistant coaches, parents and volunteers and allowing the
more experienced coaches to focus on coaching predominantly in game setting.

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

CLUB RESOURCES
The training model of station work allows clubs to maximize their resources. A common
occurrence now amongst established clubs across the country is to appoint an age
group specialist coach or lead: instead of looking for multiple qualified and licensed
coaches to cover multiple teams at any one stage, a coach is appointed to oversee all
teams at that age group. The training model allows for this scenario to work efficiently.
The model allows a coach or age group lead to work with three or four teams at one
time: each group rotates through the stations, with the age group lead taking charge of
the game/technique station and volunteer coaches leading their group through each of
the other stations, or taking charge of one station each and sending the players through
the rotation.

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

PLAYER-CENTRED
For us to improve standards across the country we have to move from task-centred to
player-centred in our approach to coaching and the training environment.
The training model has the player at the core of its approach, and the station work,
combined with a four-corner holistic approach to the game, will simplify the daily
environment our players have to adapt to. It also offers consistency between each of the
stages of LTPD while providing the foundation to better equip players of all ability to
continue their chosen pathways within the game.

PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL - CONSIDERATIONS

LEARNING FOCUS
Young children do not have the concentration or focus of adults and our training
environment must cater to this. Shorter diverse sessions broken up into varying activities
of different intensity and learning capacity at each station will help motivate and engage
the players.
The players wants and needs will dictate, as they develop, how much interaction with
and without the ball is required, but the model allows for early and late developers – both
physically and technically – to benefit in each and every training session. It will
showcase the diverse range of talents in any one particular group, not just the most
talented footballer in the early stages or the most physically well developed athlete,
therefore increasing the enjoyment of all participants.

YOU ARE A PRODUCT OF YOUR ENVIRONMENT. SO
CHOOSE THE ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL BEST
DEVELOP YOU TOWARD YOUR OBJECTIVE.

ANALYZE
YOUR LIFE IN TERMS OF ITS ENVIRONMENT.

ARE THE THINGS AROUND YOU HELPING YOU
TOWARD SUCCESS - OR ARE THEY HOLDING YOU
BACK?
W. Clement Stone

WHY THE PREFERRED MODEL?
MAXIMIZE FACILITY USE

MAXIMIZE COACHES

AIDE VOLUNTEERS

MAXIMIZE CLUB
RESOURCES

PLAYER CENTERED
BETTER TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT
LEARNING FOCUS

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT

SOCCER COORDINATION

Activities involve:
• Agility – running, speeding up/slowing
down, changing direction, stopping.
• Balance – hopping, jumping, landing.
• Coordination – combining different
movements, moving with the ball, falling
and standing up safely.

Activities involve:
• Lots of touches on the ball.
• When dribbling with the ball, allow players
to explore and use their imagination.
• Challenge players to use different parts of
the foot.

Focus  on  these  A  B  C’s  provides  a  foundation  
for players to learn more complex movement
sequences later on.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
SOCCER TECHNIQUE
Activities involve:
• Core techniques involve dribbling, turning
and shooting.
These techniques are fundamental features of
the game that players enjoy greatly. Small
competitions and games should be used to
motivate players to use these technique.

SMALL SIDED GAMES
Activities involve:
• Small number of athletes playing in small
areas.
Small sided games motivate players more
than any other activity. They provide the
players with the best chance to use their
developed individual skills.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT
1.

2.

3.

A group of players are positioned in a grid 20 x
20 yards. Two defenders* wearing a different
color pinnies are also placed within the grid. A
series of gates are made using cones and
spread out evenly throughout the area. The
gates are approximately one yard wide.
On command, players with the ball must
attempt to dribble through as many gates as
possible in one minute. The two defenders
have to prevent the players from dribbling
through the gates.
A goal is awarded for every gate a player can
dribble through.

*Change defenders each game.
Progression: Make it a competition to see who can
score the most goals in one minute.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

The full group is positioned in a grid 20 x 20
yards. Four corners are marked off with cones
and designated with numbers one through four.
Each player has a ball and dribbles around the
inside of the grid; players must avoid each
other.
When the coach calls out a number, the
players must then dribble the ball quickly to the
corner selected while avoiding other players.
First player into the corner wins a point.

Progression: Divide players into pairs, with one ball
each. Players alternate dribbling the ball towards
each other. After the mid-point of the grid, players
turn and dribble back to their positions. Players
should accelerate after turning.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT
A group of players is positioned in a grid 20 x 20
yards. Each player has a ball. The exercise starts
with the players dribbling their ball freely around the
inside of the grid. The players must instantly react to
a series of commands from the coach.
The commands are:
• Stop - players must stop the ball using the sole of
the foot.
• Turn - Players must change direction 180
degrees.
• Step over - Players perform a step over move
over the ball.
• Fake - Players must fake to pass or shoot the
ball.
• Explode - Players must change speed rapidly into
an open area.
*Players must avoid colliding with other players
within the grid.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT
1.

2.

3.

Divide the group into pair with each player
having a ball. The group is positioned in a grid
20 x 20 yards. First player is the "truck" the
second player is the "trailer".
On the coach’s  command,  the "trailer" must
follow the "truck" as closely as possible around
the grid. The "truck" must change speed and
direction as much as possible.
Players reverse roles when the coach shouts
"change".

*Players must avoid colliding with other players
within the grid.
Coach should encourage:
• Maintain control over the ball at all times.
• Change of speed and direction.
• Keep head up and scan the field.

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
COORDINATION
1.
2.
3.

Players are conditioned to try and stay inside
the circle (on an island).
They can move the ball around on the island
and must try not to fall off into the water.
At first they can do this running with the ball in
their hands. When coach calls out a part of the
body they try and put that part of their body on
the ball as fast as they can.

Progression: Get players to dribble the ball. Also call
out fun exercises: roll on floor, hop, bunny hop with
both feet, bear crawl, crab walk, etc. and see if they
can do that with the ball.

KEY FACTORS: Addresses acquisition of fundamental movement skills through activity.
Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 36 Physical Capacities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
COORDINATION
1.

2.

Players participate doing different physical
tasks between cones approximately 15-20
yards apart. Coach can shout freeze at any
time and players try and remain frozen.
Tasks can include, but not limited to: forward
running, backward running, sideways running,
hopping one foot (each side), hopping both feet
together, skipping, jumping, rolling, bear crawl,
crab walk, plank walk, climbing walk. etc.

Progression: Bring in a ball for each physical task;
hopping with ball between feet or knees, or
bouncing and catching as they run or skip. Try both
forward and backward directions.

KEY FACTORS: Addresses acquisition of fundamental movement skills through activity.
Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 36 Physical Capacities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
COORDINATION
1.

Divide the players into small groups and do
relay style races with different challenges.
1. First player in line has ball in hands, over
under to the back, back player dribbles to
front, repeat/continue. Use parents to
join in or help guide.
2. Pass ball side to side with upper body
rotation to the back.
3. Roll ball back between legs of all team
mates for back player to dribble forward.

Progression: After initial movement and
rotation/flexibility exercises, bring in a little fun
rolling the ball with hands in between or around
markers and back, then with feet, then hop with ball
between legs, etc. Increased challenge = increased
fun.
KEY FACTORS: Addresses acquisition of fundamental movement skills through activity.
Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 36 Physical Capacities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
COORDINATION
1.
2.
3.

Players move freely within a 20 yard circle
(island)  that  they  can’t  go  off  of.  
Coach starts as tagger or designates a tagger
that tries to tag all of the players.
If they are tagged they must stay frozen and a
team mate has to crawl through their legs to
unfreeze them.

Progression: Players run with ball in their hands.
Players have to bounce ball around as they run.
Players dribble ball and have to pass ball through
teammates legs to unfreeze them.

KEY FACTORS: Addresses acquisition of fundamental movement skills through activity.
Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 36 Physical Capacities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
TECHNIQUE
1. Players are conditioned to try and stay inside the
circle (on an island).
2. They must move the ball around on the island
and try not to fall off into the water.
Progression 1: On the    coach’s  command,  players
try to dribble through as many gates as they can in
30 seconds without hitting a palm tree (cone).
Progression 2: Players now have to dribble into the
palm trees and knock them over to get the
coconuts.

KEY FACTORS: At this age, emphasis is on becoming a friend with the ball – simply aiming to be
able to run with the ball and keep ball within playing distance is successful at early stage. With this
in mind all area for drills should be appropriately sized.
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 16 Individual Offensive Technical - Tactical Skills
(Ball Carrier)

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
TECHNIQUE
1. Set up relay race style dribbling stations.
2. Vary distance and angle of cones that players
must dribble through and rotate groups through
each element.
1. Dribble through and then pass
2. Dribble through and return dribble
3. Dribble through and shoot
Progression: Add GK as shown in diagram in 3. If
ability allows, challenge how players dribble through
(parts of foot, which foot, etc.).

KEY FACTORS: At this age, emphasis is on becoming a friend with the ball – simply aiming to be
able to run with the ball and keep ball within playing distance is successful at early stage. With this
in mind all area for drills should be appropriately sized.
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 16 Individual Offensive Technical - Tactical Skills
(Ball Carrier)

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
TECHNIQUE
1. Split players into four corner teams and number
them (1, 2, 3, etc.) in a approx. 15x 15 yard
square.
2. When  players’  number gets called out, they run
to the middle and have to dribble a ball back into
their corner square.
3. At first play for set amount of time (for ex. 30
sec) and see who gets the most balls to their
corner in that time.
Progression: First team to get three balls to their
corner wins. Allow players to steal balls form other
teams corner once balls are gone from the center
and repeat above two stages.
KEY FACTORS: At this age, emphasis is on becoming a friend with the ball – simply aiming to be
able to run with the ball and keep ball within playing distance is successful at early stage. With this
in mind all area for drills should be appropriately sized.
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 16 Individual Offensive Technical - Tactical Skills
(Ball Carrier)

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
TECHNIQUE
1. Players move around freely within a 20 x 20
yards square with four corner boxes (5 x 5 yds).
2. Players are then given a ball each and spare
balls are in each corner box.
3. Players dribble ball to corner, leave their ball and
then search out a new ball from a different
corner, run, turn and dribble back to another
corner with their new ball.
Progression: Challenge players to use different
turns when fetching new ball. See how many
different squares they can stop a ball in in one
minute. Coaches or parents can block entry into one
square so players have to look up and find open
corner.

KEY FACTORS: At this age, emphasis is on becoming a friend with the ball – simply aiming to be
able to run with the ball and keep ball within playing distance is successful at early stage. With this
in mind all area for drills should be appropriately sized.
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 16 Individual Offensive Technical - Tactical Skills
(Ball Carrier)

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
SMALL SIDED GAMES
1. Teams are divided into teams of three – aim of
game is to run with ball into the end zone of the
opposing team.
2. Allow players to use hands at first and if they are
tagged by other teams’  players  they lose
possession.
Progression: Move to normal soccer with dribbling
into the end zone to score and players trying to
challenge for the ball.

KEY FACTORS: Initiation to the sport and focus on player and the ball. No formal competition at
this stage whatsoever
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 13 Learning Priorities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
SMALL SIDED GAMES
1. Teams are divided into teams of three – aim of
game is to run with ball into end zone of
opposing team and knock down a cone with the
ball. Area of approximately 25 x15 yards.
2. Allow players to use hands at first and if they are
tagged by other teams’  players  they lose
possession.
3. Allow players to throw ball to knock over cone.
Progression: Move to normal soccer with dribbling
into the end zone and running over the cone with
the ball to score and players trying to challenge for
the ball.

KEY FACTORS: Initiation to the sport and focus on player and the ball. No formal competition at
this stage whatsoever
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 13 Learning Priorities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
SMALL SIDED GAMES
1. Four corner game – players are split into equal
teams and each player given a number.
2. Numbers are called out and that number from
each corner comes out. The coach rolls ball into
play – the two corners form the left try to score
on goal on the right and vice versa, creating a
2v2 and lots of opportunity to dribble and try and
score.
Progression: This could also be done with end
zones or targets to hit rather than a goal or you can
progress further if ability allows and have whoever
is closest to goal at any one time act as a GK.

KEY FACTORS: Initiation to the sport and focus on player and the ball. No formal competition at
this stage whatsoever
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 13 Learning Priorities

STAGE 1 ACTIVE START - STATIONS
SMALL SIDED GAMES
1. The players are divided into two teams. Each
player is given a number and stands behind their
own goal with a ball each.
2. Numbers are called out and that number from
each end dribbles as fast as they can clockwise
around the field until they get to opponents goal.
Then dribble around back of goal and head onto
field where they then try and score on goal.
3. First player to score gets a point for their team.
Progression: Coach could call out more than one
number at a time for added competition and allow
opposing team player to disrupt or tackle the ball
once in the middle and try and score two goals.

KEY FACTORS: Initiation to the sport and focus on player and the ball. No formal competition at
this stage whatsoever
.Wellness to World Cup Volume Two – page 13 Learning Priorities

STAGE 2 FUNDAMENTALS - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT

SOCCER COORDINATION

Activities involve:
• Agility – turning quickly, changing direction
at speed, stopping quickly.
• Balance – jumping and hopping with
physical contact, landing and transition into
other movements.
• Coordination – combining movement with
or without the ball, falling and transitioning
into other movements, dealing with
physical contact.

Activities involve:
• Ball familiarization, incorporating the
players creativity and lots of ball contacts.
• All parts of the foot need to be used
independently and in combinations.

These A  B  C’s  provide a basis for soccer
specific movement as players get older.

Ball familiarization is used to develop soccer
specific coordination. Players should become
comfortable with controlling the ball in the air.

STAGE 2 FUNDAMENTALS - STATIONS
SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SMALL SIDED GAMES

Activities involve:
• The core techniques, including dribbling,
shooting, fakes and turns, and the
introduction of passing.
• Decision making about choosing the most
appropriate time to use different
techniques.
• Lots of touches on the ball.

Activities involve:
• Level of decision making that is age
appropriate (how and when to use other
players)

These techniques are fundamental features of
the game that players enjoy greatly. Small
competitions and games should be used to
motivate players to use these techniques.

These Motivate players more than any other
activity. They meet the development needs of
FUN soccer and provide the players with the
chance to best use their developed individual
skills.

STAGE 3 LEARNING TO TRAIN - STATIONS
GENERAL MOVEMENT

SOCCER COORDINATION

• Is more specific to soccer development
rather than general development.
• Coordination, agility, strength and speed
should be the focus.
• Coordination and speed training can be
delivered in games and activities and
should be fun, stimulating and age
appropriate.
• Simple movements that strengthen and
stabilize joints and tendons should be used
to prevent injury.

• Ball familiarization, using different parts of
the body, is used in more game specific
activities.
• The focus should be on combining
movements while controlling the ball.
• Activities should focus on preparing
players for technical and tactical training.
• Activities should also focus on using
competition to challenge players to
execute movement while under pressure.

STAGE 3 LEARNING TO TRAIN - STATIONS
SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SMALL SIDED GAMES

Activities should focus on the transition from
“game”  to  “training”:
• Fun should still be the most significant
motivating factor for the players, but the
learning of fundamental technique in an
organized manner should now be a focus.
• Organization of the activities should always
be game related.

Small sided games should involved 3 v 3
through to 9 v 9:
• Rules should be modified to encourage
technical development and problem
solving by players (ex: multiple goals or
limited touches to challenge decision
making).
• Progressive introduction of tactical
problems should be guided by player
development.

The core techniques are:
• Dribbling, shooting, faking and turning,
passing (short & long) receiving, controlling
the ball and heading.
Activities should involve lots of repetitions of
all the associated techniques through highly
motivational progressions.

Small sided games should develop a player’s  
understanding of:
1. Possession
2. Out of possession
3. Transition

